John R. Borchert Map Library
Historic City Maps
For a volume with more than one map, if the map itself doesn’t list a year, the year of
publication of the volume is given. If a volume has multiple maps, and some of them
have years listed that differ from the overall year of publication, any maps in that
volume without a year are listed below with the year of publication followed by a ?
symbol. For historical maps, the year field refers to the timeframe depicted by the map,
rather than the copyright/publication year. For some atlases where the library has
multiple editions, there may possibly be some repetition of maps, or only slight
differences. Inset maps are noted as such, and are in general less detailed and cover a
smaller area compared to full or multi page maps.
LD low detail (small scale, no/few labeled streets), ptl partial coverage, repro
reproduction, qtr quarter page, hlf half page
Sorted by country, city, and year (in that order).
CITY

COUNTRY

Buenos Ayres
(Aires)
Buenos Ayres
(Aires)

YEAR

CALL NUMBER

NOTES

Argentina

1883

Flat G1019 .R36x 1883

p. 256, LD, inset

Argentina

1911

G1101 .S1 B3 1911

p. 95 (half pg., w/ Montevideo)

Buenos Aires

Argentina

1937

G5201 .A5 1937 .F6

Small scale map, bottom half of
sheet

La Plata

Argentina

1940

G5354 .B9 1940 .E35

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

1855

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

1911

G1101 .S1 B3 1911

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

1937

G5201 .A5 1937 .F6

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

1940s

G5404 .R6E63 1940z .C3

Cartagena

Columbia

1930

G5294 .C3 1930z .C6

Cusco

Peru

1941

G5314 .C9 1940z .P4

Cuzco

Peru

1900

G5314 .C9 1900 .S5

Lima

Peru

1900

G5314 .L5 1900z .P5

Montevideo

Uruguay

1911

G1101 .S1 B3 1911

p. 95, hlf

Montevideo

Uruguay

1941

G5374 .M78 1941 .B455

City Plan of Montevideo

Caracas

Venezuela

1919

G5284 .C2 1919 .C6

Flat G1019 .C55x 1860b (1863 ed.)

No. 74 (small inset)
p. 94 (small)
Small scale map, bottom righthand of sheet
“Carte Touristique de la ville de
Rio de Janeiro”, color
Tourist Guide of Cartagena

Today spelled Cusco, available
online, also here
“Plano de Lima”, central
portion

Please note: Most of these materials do not circulate, and cannot be brought to the library copy center.
Rare and fragile materials may be scanned in our GIS lab with assistance from staff. For further information
please contact the Borchert Map Library or visit our web site.
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